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G I N G E R
S H U L I C K
P O R C E L L A

This past year marked an exciting time of change, achievement, hope,
and new beginnings for Creative Growth. It also marked my first six
months as Executive Director of Creative Growth, an organization I have
long admired as a curator and art collector. It is incredibly humbling to be
selected as the next leader of Creative Growth as we enter into our 50th
year and build up positive momentum coming out of the pandemic. I
look forward to leading this organization into the future, always looking to
the artists and their wants and needs as my north star.

Over the last year, we found numerous opportunities to underscore
Creative Growth’s core mission of advancing the inclusion of artists with
developmental disabilities in contemporary art. Fall 2022 marked the
reopening of our gallery and the first time that the Creative Growth
community came together in person to celebrate Beyond Trend since
before the pandemic. We are honored to have worked with Cheryl Dunn
to create a short documentary highlighting the impact, exuberance,
and importance of this seminal Creative Growth event, which will be
returning in person in 2024. The film, Beyond I Wanna Go, has since been
screened coast-to-coast, including at a special screening during the SF
Doc Fest where CG artists participated with Cheryl for a Q&A.

Creative Growth’s Oakland Gallery reopened for regular hours with our
popular Holiday Show. We continued to rebuild our relationship post-
pandemic with our Oakland neighbors through important community-
building initiatives such as Access Oaktown. Our annual CG Symposium
returned, this year in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, concurrent with the
Creative! Growth! exhibition at the Kohler Art Center. Perhaps most
exciting this year was the opening of Into the Brightness at the Oakland
Museum. This far-reaching exhibition features all 140+ Creative Growth
artists alongside their peers working at Creativity Explored and NIAD, and
will be on display through January 2024. The opening was a joyous
occasion for everyone to celebrate and share their collective talents.

Creative Growth received new and returning support to fund our
important studio and exhibition programs from The Windgate
Foundation, The Ruth Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, The
California Arts Council, the City of Oakland, and more. The overwhelming
generosity and positive feedback from funders, artists, and supporters
alike demonstrated the need for continued critical conversations around
disability justice—particularly through the unique lens of contemporary
art that Creative Growth is able to provide. Ongoing accessibility
initiatives such as our descriptive tours of exhibitions for individuals who
are b/Blind as well as our new tactile exhibition station where b/Blind
visitors can feel and engage with various art media allow us to better
communicate with our diverse constituents.

All of this work could not have been done without the
dedicated staff and board at Creative Growth, and without
putting the artists and their talents first. It is incredibly fulfilling
to be welcomed into such a supportive, creative community of
talented, kind, and authentic individuals. I look forward to
seeing Creative Growth develop, evolve, and grow over the
coming years and celebrating our 50 th Anniversary with you in
2024. Thank you for welcoming me into your community

With gratitude

Ginger Shulick Porcella
Executive Director
Creative Growth Art Center
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CHALLENGE MISSION

VALUES

Individuals with
developmental
disabilities are federally
mandated to live in
poverty and remain
amongst the poorest
and  most marginalized
populations in the
United States.

At Creative Growth,
artists with disabilities
are given a platform to
express themselves and
live fulfilling and
meaningful lives as
professional artists.  

For 50 years we have
been supporting and
equipping artists with
resources, a fabulous art
studio, gallery, and
worldwide
representation to
reshape dialogues
around representation
in contemporary art. 

Creative Growth Art
Center advances the
inclusion of artists with
developmental
disabilities in
contemporary art and
strengthens
community by
providing a supportive
studio environment
and gallery
representation.

The Creative Growth
community values
access in all its forms,
a culture of care and
respect, diversity of
people, and artistic
expression.



STUDIO PROGRAM
Creative Growth facilitates programs in ceramics, woodworking,
digital media, drawing, fiber arts, painting, printmaking, and textiles,
all offered free of charge to artists, supplies included. 

Teaching artists foster the professional development of each Creative
Growth artist’s unique artistic voice, and every artist decides when
work is finished, what work is gallery ready, and how they want their
work presented to the public.

For the New York Times:

Mr. Higgs discovered
Creative Growth in 2002,
when he was curator for
contemporary art at the
California College of Arts in
San Francisco. Walking past
the center one day, he
peered through the windows
to see a lively scene of
creativity. 

“It was immediately
apparent that something
amazing was going on,” he
said in an interview. He
called it “the most
transformative moment in
my career in art.”

Artwork by Nathan Aubry

YOUTH PROGRAM
Through Creative Growth’s Saturday Youth Program, young adults
aged 15-22 can explore art as a vocation before transitioning into
Creative Growth’s adult program. Nearly 20% of participating youth
go on to become professional, practicing artists at Creative Growth.

Creative Growth’s Youth Program is supported,
in part, by the Banks Family Foundation.

“Creative Growth is the best place. Honestly it just
makes me want to try new things and learn more all
the time” 

- Lynn Pisco, 2023



CREATIVE GROWTH ARTISTS

Nearly 140 artists, aged 23-85, make up the Creative Growth community. Over 30% of
Creative Growth artists have been practicing in the studio for 20 years or longer.



CREATIVE GROWTH YOUTH ARTISTS

"It's an amazing program that
empowers our young teens and
adults with disabilities to create,
express, and further their interest in
art. And for parents it provides a
needed respite, knowing our kids are
productive and in a safe space for a
few hours on the weekend. Thank you
for all you do to support families with
disabilities."  
   
- Creative Growth Youth Parent

Artists experience the excitement of discovering their creative potential and the
reward of having their artwork exhibited and sold in the Creative Growth Gallery.





ACCESS OAKTOWN

ART FAIRS & EXHIBITIONS

In March 2023, Creative Growth launched the
inaugural “Access Oaktown” festival to kickoff
Disabilities Awareness Month. The event took place
at Creative Growth and surrounding neighborhoods
across Oakland, featuring artist-designed posters of
their favorite locations across the city. The posters
were accompanied by an audio tour, interactive map,
and free public tours.

By expanding our visibility and impact in the Bay
Area and beyond, Creative Growth serves a growing
audience of nearly 12,000 on-site visitors via our
Oakland Gallery and over two million annual visitors
via our partnerships and exhibitions with galleries
and museums worldwide. With the pandemic
waning, Creative Growth once again had a significant
presence at national and international art fairs. We
re-opened our gallery to the public with the 2022
Holiday Show, and celebrated coming out of the
pandemic with our peers NIAD and Creativity
Explored via the stunning exhibition, “Into the
Brightness”, currently on view at the Oakland
Museum.



CREATIVE GROWTH SYMPOSIUM

BEYOND TREND

From May 17-21st 2023, Creative Growth staff and

additional participants from eight states, two

countries and 10 centers gathered together for the

4th Annual Creating Community Symposium in

Chicago, Illinois and Sheboygan, Wisconsin. We are

always struck by what a supportive and creative

community we have. 

 

Creative Growth’s signature Beyond Trend
community event and fundraiser features a
celebratory fashion performance highlighting
wearable art created and modeled by Creative
Growth artists. In honor of our 10th anniversary of the
event, Creative Growth released a set of films and a
magazine highlighting the incredible fashion from
the studio.

https://creativegrowth.org/symposium-2023?mc_cid=96bfda97c0&mc_eid=672865f3af
https://creativegrowth.org/symposium-2023?mc_cid=96bfda97c0&mc_eid=672865f3af


Currently: artists,
museums, friends, family,
partnerships, donors and

funders Hopefully:
influencers, tastemakers

and people who are
unfamiliar with CG

AUDIENCES PARTNERSHIPS

6397 
Au Boulot
Baggu
Erica Tanov
REVOLVE
Freedom Moses
Target

Currently: 

artists
museums
friends
family
partnerships
donors and funders

Hopefully: 

influencers
tastemakers
policy makers
people who are
unfamiliar with
Creative Growth
and the
opportunities we
help to provide. 



Creative Growth Art Center has garnered widespread recognition and acclaim, with features in prestigious
publications such as The New York Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Hyperallergic, Oaklandside, and 7x7,
underscoring its profound impact on the art world and the lives of the artists it supports. These prominent media
appearances spotlight the center's remarkable contributions to the art community and its mission of supporting
artists with disabilities.

PRESS HIGHLIGHTS





Art sales
29%

Program service fees
27%

Grants and private foundations
23%

Individual donations
21%

Program
79%

Administrative
15%

Fundraising
6%

Revenue from artwork sales, grants, individual contributions, and government program fees
help Creative Growth fulfill its mission. 50% of the net proceeds of art sales are paid to artists.

FINANCIALS

TOTAL REVENUE: $2,967,376 TOTAL EXPENSES: $3,421,894



PEOPLE
The team at Creative Growth can only be described as a family; on any one day we may be
laughing, crying, or celebrating together. Our love for the artists and their immense talent is the
secret sauce that keeps Creative Growth strong and thriving, even through the toughest of times. 



SUPPORTERS
Thank you to our FY22 Major Supporters, especially those who have made a sustaining contribution
to Creative Growth. Individual donations have a significant impact on our continued growth,
demonstrating the strong and lasting commitment our community has to support artists with
intellectual and developmental disabilities. 

If you would like to join our list of committed patrons, sponsor a program, or make a corporate or
planned gift, please contact Jen Cesario at jen@creativegrowth.org or call 510.836.2340.
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